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A project procurement-related review is 
a review undertaken by OAI on ongoing ADB-financed projects to confirm compliance to 
applicable ADB policies, guidelines, and the loan/financing agreements, with a focus on 

preventing and detecting integrity violations (http://www.adb.org/site/integrity/integrity-violations) 
involving ADB-related activities as defined under ADB’s Anticorruption Policy as amended 

(http://www.adb.org/documents/anticorruption-and-integrity-policies-and-strategies) and ADB’s 
Integrity Principles and Guidelines (http://www.adb.org/documents/integrity-principles-and-

guidelines) as amended from time to time. 
 

ADB’s Anticorruption Policy requires all parties, including borrowers, beneficiaries, bidders, 
consultants, suppliers, contractors, and ADB staff to observe the highest ethical standards when 
participating in ADB-related activities. The Policy supports ADB’s obligation, in accordance with 
Article 14 (xi) of the Agreement Establishing the Asian Development Bank, to ensure that the 

proceeds of ADB financing are used only for intended purposes. 
 

The PPRR assesses internal controls in place, identifies irregularities and instances of non-
compliance, inspects the project outputs, and recommends enhancements to mitigate or 
eliminate opportunities for fraud, corruption, or abuse of resources and to help improve 

development effectiveness of future projects. 
 

A project procurement-related review is not 
an investigation of fraud and corruption nor an evaluation to assess development effectiveness 
of ADB-funded projects. It does not review project outcomes or development impact, which can 

only be assessed after the completion of a project. 
 

OAI conducts follow-up reviews on selected PPRRs to assess implementation progress of the 
PPRR recommendations and to assist the executing/implementing agencies and ADB in 

addressing remaining recommendations. 
 
 

 



 

 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1. The Office of Anticorruption and Integrity (OAI) of the Asian Development Bank (ADB) 
conducted a project procurement-related review (PPRR) of Myanmar’s Greater Mekong 
Subregion (GMS) East-West Economic Corridor (EWEC) Eindu to Kawkareik Road Improvement 
Project (the Project).   The fieldwork for the PPRR was conducted in Yangon from 5 to 22 March 
2017, with further review and analysis completed subsequent to the fieldwork.  This report 
presents the findings and recommendations resulting from the PPRR. 
   
2. The $121.8 million project aims to improve the central 66.4 kilometer section of the GMS 
EWEC within Myanmar, between the towns of Eindu and Kawkareik. This will facilitate transport 
interchange between the project road and the region’s extensive inland waterway network. 

 
3. The overall objective of the PPRR was to verify the Project’s compliance with applicable 
ADB policies, guidelines and loan agreements with a focus on preventing and detecting integrity 
violations.  Recommendations from the PPRR are intended to strengthen project oversight, 
enhance internal controls, mitigate project integrity risks, and optimize project management.   
 
4. The PPRR identified a total of 33 findings. The nature and number of the PPRR findings 
are presented in Figure 1. 
 

Figure 1. Snapshot of PPRR findings per Integrity Pillar 
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5. None of the findings will lead to a detrimental impact on the Project. However, if they are 
not addressed and rectified there is a potential that these may result in implementation delays, 
financial loss and/or impair the Project’s integrity. The key findings are summarized below. 
 

                        
    
6. The PPRR also noted two instances where ADB’s Anticorruption Policy may have been 
violated.  In both civil works contracts, the supporting documents submitted by the same bidder 
relating to the proposed equipment contained discrepancies/irregularities, which make the 
availability of the proposed equipment doubtful. In the same civil works contracts, the veracity of 
the work experience  presented in Form PER-2  of most of the proposed personnel of the bidder 
is doubtful. These matters have been referred to OAI Investigations for assessment in accordance 
with ADB’s Integrity Principles and Guidelines. Should the findings of the investigation establish 
any wrongdoing by the bidders, this may result in remedial actions being imposed by ADB. 
 
7. All findings were discussed with and acknowledged by the PMU.  Their feedback on the 
findings was suitably incorporated in this report.  OAI plans to conduct a follow-up review in 2018 
to assess the recommendations implementation status. 

 
8. The PMU also expressed positive interest to enhance their skills to identify and mitigate 
integrity risks. To assist MOC and PMU in ensuring integrity in project implementation, the PPRR 
team provided due diligence briefing and conducted checklists walkthrough for executing 
agencies (procurement, financial management, and asset management) during the fieldwork in 
Yangon. 
 
9. The lessons learned from this PPRR, if adopted, will strengthen the integrity and 
transparency of project implementation going forward. If replicated, the lessons drawn from the 
PPRR will be helpful to the MOC, DOH and PMU in the administration of future transport projects 
and will also improve other ADB-financed and/or administered projects in Myanmar. 

 
10. OAI acknowledges the cooperation and support extended to the PPRR team by the 
Ministry of Planning and Finance, MOC, DOH, PMU, ADB Myanmar Resident Mission, and ADB 
Transport and Communications Division, Southeast Asia Department. 

Bidders without the required financial resources declared 
compliant. 

Inadequate review of bidders’ submissions relating to financial 

capacity criteria. 

Project mobilization issues 
 

 Inadequate deployment and replacements of a contractor’s 
proposed personnel  
 

 Late procurement of laboratory equipment and importation 
of heavy equipment 
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I. OVERVIEW 

1. The Office of Anticorruption and Integrity (OAI) of the Asian Development Bank (ADB) 
conducted the fieldwork of a project procurement-related review (PPRR) of the Greater Mekong 
Subregion (GMS) East-West Economic Corridor (EWEC) Eindu to Kawkareik Road Improvement 
Project (the Project) under Loans 3310-MYA (COL) and 8294-MYA in Yangon, Myanmar (MYA) 
from 5 to 22 March 2017.1  This report presents the findings and recommendations resulting from 
the PPRR.2 

2. The PPRR verified Project compliance with applicable ADB policies, guidelines, and loan 
agreements, focusing on preventing and detecting integrity violations.  The Project vulnerabilities 
and risks in the areas of  asset management and procurement were identified through the review 
of two international competitive bidding (ICB) contracts awarded under the Project as of 28 
February 2017.  

Background 

3. Relevant highlights of the Project, including funding sources, are provided in Figure 1. 
         

Figure 1: Project at a Glance 
 

 
 
                                                         

4. Myanmar joined ADB in 1973. While ADB has not provided direct assistance to Myanmar 
since 1988, it has continued to stay involved through Myanmar’s participation in the Greater 
Mekong Subregion Program. In response to the ongoing major reforms by the Government of 
Myanmar toward a democratic system and market-based economy, ADB adopted in early 2012 
a phased approach to reengagement with Myanmar through its Interim Country Partnership 
Strategy: Myanmar, 2012-2014.3 

                                                
1 The PPRR was conducted by OAI staff members and engaged consultants. 
2  A finding refers to non-compliance or deviation from ADB’s Procurement Guidelines, Loan Disbursements 

Handbook, or Loan Agreements and irregularities noted. 
3  ADB. 2012. Interim Country Partnership Strategy: Myanmar, 2012-2014. Manila. 
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PPRR Scope and Coverage 

5. The PPRR covered two out of three sampled contracts awarded aggregating $45.17 
million (89.32% of total value of contracts awarded) as of the PPRR cut-off date.4  The PPRR 
encompassed the procurement processes and related documentation, financial management and 
disbursements, and Project outputs.     

6. The PPRR (a) assessed the PMU’s internal controls and capacity, (b) examined the 
procurement processes and related documentation for all procurement stages, (c) verified the 
appropriateness of project disbursements and related documentation, and (d) inspected the 
progress of  works on site on two contracts.  

 

II. FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

PROJECT STRENGTHS 

7. PMU resilient and receptive to change.  This is the first Project being implemented by 
the PMU.  The PMU has dedicated and hands-on staff, who, despite the challenges faced due to 
its limited proficiency in ADB’s policies, guidelines and processes, showed keen interest in 
pushing the Project forward.  The PMU personnel were proactive and responsive to the PPRR 
requirements and requests for clarifications.  They were receptive to the PPRR findings and 
exhibited attentiveness in mitigating  integrity risks during project implementation.    
 
8. Adequate records management system.  The PMU’s good records management and 
records retention promote  transparency during project implementation.  All requested documents 
for the PPRR were provided during the first  two working days. The completeness of procurement-
related documents relating to the sampled contracts, i.e., bids, evaluation process documentation, 
and general corresponsences, provided adequate audit trail.    
 
PROJECT VULNERABILITIES 
 
9. There were a total of 33 findings noted in the 2 sampled contracts.  They comprise 4 
findings in asset management and 29 in procurement.  The key findings are presented hereunder 
according to risks.5   
 
A. Potential integrity violations 
 
10. There were two instances where ADB’s Anticorruption Policy may have been violated.  
The same bidder in both civil works contracts submitted invoices supporting ownership of 
equipment from different suppliers with similar contact information. In the same civil works 
contracts, the veracity of the work experience  presented in Form PER-2 of most of the proposed 
personnel of the bidder is doubtful.6  These matters have been referred to OAI Investigations for 
assessment in accordance with ADB’s Integrity Principles and Guidelines. Should the findings of 
the investigation establish any wrongdoing by the bidders, the investigations may be referred to 

                                                
4  PPRR cut-off date is 28 February 2017.  The sampled contracts were procured through ICB.  
5  Risks are classified as follows: High: Immediate attention and prompt corrective action are required since failure to 

take action could result in major adverse impact on the project and ADB's reputation.  Medium:  action is required 
since failure to take action could result in negative consequences on the project and ADB’s reputation.  Low: An 

existing system may continue to operate but corrective action will result in increased efficiencies in processes. This 
report contains the high risk findings. There are no findings classified as medium risk.  

6  Form PER-2: Resume of Personnel, provides that the bidder should provide all information requested and should 
indicate particular technical and  managerial experience relevant to the project. 
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the Integrity Oversight Committee for consideration of debarment.7 Violations to the Anticorruption 
Policy invariably results in ineffective and/or improper use of aid funds, thereby reducing 
development effectiveness.8 
 
B. Asset Management 
 
11. The PPRR engineer reviewed the related documents and visited the sites covering the 
two civil works contracts in March 2017.  During the site visit on 15 March 2017, the PPRR 
engineer observed that project mobilization was slow as only the campsite of the contractor had 
been partially completed. The key findings and implications are summarized below. 

 
 
12. Inadequate deployment and replacements of a contractor’s proposed personnel. 
The same contractor who was the lowest substantially evaluated bidder was awarded the 2 
contracts reviewed. Mobilization started on 24 December 2016 for Contract A and 4 January 2017 
for Contract B.9 A total of 22 key personnel were required for both contracts, with each contract 
requiring 11 personnel. Of the 22 key personnel, only 9 were deployed. Of these 9, 6 were 
deployed for both contracts, i.e., Senior Bridge Engineer, Quality Control Engineer, Plant & 
Equipment Engineer, Quantity Surveyor, Setting Out Engineer and Environmental Health & Safety 
Officer. There were 2 Project Managers deployed for Contracts A & B, respectively. One person 
was assigned as both the Construction Manager and Senior Highway Engineer for both 
contracts.10 There was no deployment for 2 key positions, i.e., Geotechnical Engineer and 
Assistant Quantity Surveyor. Table 1 below shows the deployment for Contracts A and B.11 
 
 

                                                
7    Debarred parties shall be ineligible to participate in ADB-financed, -administered, or –supported activities. 
8   Note that comments on development effectiveness throughout this report are limited to and based on PPRR 

observations as to how recommendations made here with respect to anticorruption measures, strong internal 
controls and compliance with applicable guidelines, can increase development effectiveness, and are not intended 
as comments on the overall development effectiveness of the Project. 

9    The respective contracts’ notice to proceed indicated these dates as commencement and access to the sites. 
10   As the person deployed to be the Construction Manager/Senior Highway Engineer for both Contracts was originally 

proposed as the Senior Highway Engineer for Contract B, the same was considered by the supervision consultant 
as Senior Highway Engineer upon deployment. The Senior Highway Engineer for Contract B should have been 
deployed in March 2017. 

11  Since the program on mobilization requires deployment of personnel for both Contracts at a specific period, the 
following personnel should have been deployed: Setting Out Engineer and Environmental Health & Safety Officer 
(January 2017 for Contract B); Quality Control Engineer, Quantity Surveyor, and Plant & Equipment Engineer 
(March 2017 for Contract B ); and Geotechnical Engineers (December 2016 and January 2017 for Contracts A and 
B, respectively).  

Project mobilization issues 
 

 Inadequate deployment and 
replacements of a contractor’s 
proposed personnel  
 

 Late procurement of laboratory 
equipment and importation of 

heavy equipment 

 Inadequate deployment and replacements by the 
contractor of key personnel in terms of number 
and/or with inadequate qualifications/experience 
exposed the Project to implementation delays, 
poor quality outputs, delayed benefits, and waste 
of Project funds. 
 

 Late procurement of laboratory equipment and 
importation of heavy equipment will result  in 
project delays, which could incur additional 
Project costs. 
 

 Findings              Risk Implication 
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Table 1. Number of Contractor’s Deployed Personnel 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

          
13. Inadequate deployment and replacements by the contractor of key personnel exposed the 
Project to implementation delays, poor quality outputs, delayed benefits, and waste of project 
funds. 
 
14. The contractor deployed these replacements without submitting their CVs for evaluation 
and approval by the supervision consultant and MOC prior to deployment. While the replacements 
were fielded from July 2016 to January 2017, their CVs were received by the supervision 
consultant at the time of the PPRR fieldwork, i.e., early March 2017.12 Review of the replacements’ 
CVs disclosed that 2 replacements have inadequate experience required to implement the 
contracts. Specifically, the deployed Project Manager for Contract A and the Quantity Surveyor 
assigned to handle both contracts did not meet the required total experience.13 
 
15. The PMU informed the PPRR team that while they were made aware of the replacements 
by the supervision consulant, they were not privy to the CVs submitted by the contractor to the 
supervision consultant.  As such, approval of the replacements were not made by MOC, the 
employer.  
 
16. Recommendation.  MOC and PMU should (i) strictly enforce deployment of qualified key 
personnel for both contracts; and (ii)  ensure that the supervision consultant and contractor 
understand that replacements can only be deployed after the replacements’ CVs have been 
evaluated by the supervision consultant based on the bid requirements, and approved by MOC 
upon recommendation by the supervision consultant.   
 
17. Late procurement of laboratory equipment and importation of heavy equipment.  
The sets of laboratory equipment have not been procured by the contractor as also reflected in 
the February 2017 monthly progress report. Also, the sets of heavy equipment were still in transit 
from People’s Republic of China to Myanmar. These were verified by the PPRR Engineer during 
the site visit. 
 
18. The PMU is concerned about the capacity of the contractor to promptly implement the 
contract, and has been coordinating with the supervision consultant on the revised construction 
schedule and the contractor’s mobilization of equipment and personnel.   

 
19. Recommendation.  ADB Transport and Communications Division, Southeast Asia 
Department (ADB SETC) and MOC through the PMU should closely monitor the contract 

                                                
12  Upon the receipt of notification of contract award for both contracts on 24 June 2016, the contractor started staff 

deployment for the preliminary works of the Project. 
13  As indicated in Section 6.9 Contractor’s Personnel of the Conditions of Contract for Construction, as part of the 

Contract Agreement, the contractor’s personnel shall be appropriately qualified, skilled and experienced in their 
respective trades or occupations. If appropriate, the contractor shall then appoint a suitable replacement person. 

Total Number of Personnel Deployed Contract A Contract B 

6 personnel deployed for both contracts 
 

6 

2 personnel deployed for Contracts A & B, 

respectively 

 

1 

 

1 

1 person for two positions deployed for both contracts 
 

1 
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implementation for both Contracts A and B to ensure that the contractor mobilizes the equipment 
and personnel immediately and ensure that contracts are implemented without further delays. 
They should also closely monitor the performance of engaged contractors and supervision 
consultants, and consider preparing a performance report which should reflect the performance 
of these engaged parties. The performance reports may be used as reference in future 
engagement of contractors and supervision consultants. 
 
C. Procurement  

20. There were 29 procurement findings noted in the 2 sampled contracts.14  There were 
defiencies noted in the evaluation of technical bids, which would not change the results of the 
evaluations.  However, if not mitigated, similar deficiencies in future evaluations may result in 
awarding of contracts to unqualified bidders. The key procurement findings, in various instances, 
calls for strengthening the bid evaluation committee’s (BEC) capacity to evaluate bidders’ financial 
capacity to perform under the contract.   
 
21. Bidders without the required financial resources were declared compliant.  In both 
civil works contracts, the BEC did not independently compute the availability of monthly financial 
resources based on the financial statements submitted by the bidders.  As a result, two bidders 
with non-compliant joint venture (JV) partners were declared compliant with the financial 
resources criteria. The BEC relied on the amounts indicated by the bidders in forms FIN-3 and 
FIN-4 and calculated the monthly financial resources requirement by using the liquid assets 
(instead of working capital) plus lines of credit.  
 
22. Inadequate review of bidders’ submissions relating to financial capacity criteria.  
There were shortcomings in the BEC’s evaluation of bidders’ financial capacity in both ICB 
contracts as a result of inadequate review of documents supporting the bids.  Below presents  
such shortcomings.   

a. Lines of credit.  In three instances, the winning bidder and two losing bidders’ lines 
of credit reflected in the BER differed from the bidders’ form FIN-3.  In another instance, 
the JV’s partner’s lines of credit were issued in May/June 2015, or six months before the 
bid submission deadline. In the absence of clarifications from the bidder, the availability of 
these lines of credit in case the bidder is awarded the contract could not be ascertained.  
Furthermore, the losing bidder’s expired letter of credit amounting to $5.2 billion was 
considered by the BEC during evaluation of the bidder’s financial resources availability. 
 
b. Net worth.  In both civil works contracts, the net worth of a losing bidder’s JV 
partner indicated in its form FIN-1 for 2012, 2013, and 2014 were different from the 
amounts in the firm’s audited financial statements, as presented in Table 2. The BEC used 
the same amounts provided by the bidder in form FIN-1 without validating these against 
the firm’s audited financial statements.  

Table 2. Comparison of Net Worth Figures of a Bidder’s JV Partner 
 

Calculations 
Net Worth (In million $) 

2012 2013 2014 

Per PPRR 171.58 187.92 293.46 

Per form FIN-1 271.98 259.66 381.99 

Per BER 271.98 259.66 381.99 

                                                
14  Twenty seven of the twenty nine procurement-related findings pertain to evaluation.  Two pertains to publication of 

contract award. 
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c. Financial resources requirement.  A losing bidder’s financial resources 
requirement amount reflected in the BER differed from the bidder’s form FIN-4, as 
presented in Table 3. The PPRR could not establish how the BEC calculated the amount 
indicated in the BER. 

 
Table 3. Comparison of Monthly Financial Resources Requirement  

Figures of a Losing Bidder 
 

Item In million $ 

Per PPRR Per form FIN-1 Per BER 

Monthly financial 
resources requirement 

59.06 59.06 25.96 

 
d. Audited financial statements.  Three bidders in both civil works contracts submitted 
audited financial statements with consolidated figures for group of companies.15 Some of 
these consolidated financial statements also included a column for figures specifically for 
the bidder company. The BEC used the consolidated figures of the group of companies 
as indicated in the FIN forms instead of the figures of only the bidder company during the 
evaluation as required by the bidding document.16 
 
e. Average annual construction turnover.  In both civil works contracts, the average 
annual construction turnover of two bidders could not be independently calculated due to 
non-availability of the notes to financial statements in the bidders’ audited financial 
statements. The BEC used the construction turnover figures provided by the bidders in 
their respective form FIN-2. The PPRR team did not see any evidence that the BEC sought 
clarifications from the bidders in this regard, and as such accuracy of the construction 
turnover figures could not be ascertained. 
 
f. Monthly financial resources requirement. As indicated in the table provided in form 
FIN-4, the monthly financial resources requirement is to be calculated by dividing the 
remaining outstanding contract values with the remaining contract period, both calculated 
from 28 days prior to bid submission deadline.17  There were arithmetical inaccuracies 
identified in form FIN-4 submitted by two bidders in the computation of the monthly 
financial resource requirement and cumulative financial resources requirement for current 
contract commitments. The PPRR’s calculation determined the two bidders’ cumulative 
financial resources requirement for current contract commitments to be much higher than 
what were indicated in the bidders’ respective form FIN-4.    

 

                                                
15  Section 4 – Bidding forms. Form FIN-1: Historical Financial Performance provides that “Unless otherwise required 

by Section 3 of the Bidding Document, all such documents reflect the financial situation of the legal entity or entities 
comprising the Bidder and not the Bidder’s parent companies, subsidiaries or affilicates.” 

16  Section 3 (Evaluation and Qualification Criteria), Sub-section 2 (Qualification) provides that it is the legal entity or 
entities comprising the Bidder, and not the Bidder’s parent companies, subsidiaries or affiliates, that must satisfy 
the qualification criteria described.   

17  Form FIN-4: Financial Resources Requirement indicates that the “Bidder (or each JV partner) should provide 
information indicated below in order to calculate the aggregated financial resources requirement, which equals the sum 
of: (i) the Bidder’s (or each JV partner’s) current commitments on all contracts that have been awarded, or for which a 
letter of intent or acceptance has been received, or for contracts approaching completion, but for which an unqualified, 
full completion certificate has yet to be issued, and (ii) financial resources requirement for subject contract as 
determined by the Employer.” 
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23. The PMU acknowledged the findings and indicated that these were due to the lack of the 
required personnel with financial knowledge/expertise to properly evaluate the financial 
qualifications of the bidders.     
 
24. Recommendations. MOC should ensure that the BEC includes a member who possesses 
financial expertise to thoroughly review and validate the bidder’s FIN form information vis-à-vis 
bids’ supporting documents. ADB SETC should (i) collaborate with MOC and the PMU to provide 
training on bid evaluation to existing and potential BEC members; and (ii) consider randomly 
calling in and reviewing some of the bids during review of the BER before providing ADB’s “no 
objection”. 
 
 

III. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

25. The PPRR team recognizes the Government’s strong commitment in promoting 
transparency and accountability.  Given that this is the second ADB-financed project implemented 
by MOC since ADB’s reengagement with Myanmar in 2012, there are challenges inherent in 
Project implementation.  The PPRR results reflect that delays in delivery of expected Project 
outputs are imminent on account of contractor issues.   
 
26. The PPRR team has identified issues on asset management and procurement that will 
more than likely, if not rectified, lead to loss of Project funds.  It is important that both ADB SETC 
and MOC (through the PMU) ensure appropriate steps are taken to mitigate project 
implementation delays, appropriate due diligence on bid submissions is undertaken and the 
capacity of the bid evaluation committee is promptly enhanced.  This will enable smoother 
implementation of the Project and also equip the executing agency with capacity as its ADB loan 
portfolio continues to grow. 

 
27. It is important that lessons learned from this PPRR are applied to the remaining life of the 
Project and future similar projects in Myanmar. The recommendations are intended to strengthen 
project oversight, enhance transparency, and protect Project funds from improper use.  OAI will 
follow-up the implementation of recommendations in this report and will conduct a follow-up 
review in 2018.   

 
28. The PPRR team has closely worked with the PMU during the review, and recognizes not 
only their efforts to improve their capacity to appropriately and accurately evaluate bid 
submissions but also their dedication to embrace new knowledge in mitigating integrity risks 
during project implementation.  
 
29. The PPRR team acknowledges the cooperation and assistance of the Ministry of Planning 
and Finance, MOC, DOH, and PMU-DOH during the PPRR.  The PPRR team appreciates the 
support received from ADB’s SETC and Myanmar Resident Mission in the planning and execution 
of the PPRR.  OAI remains available to discuss matters in this report or issues that may affect the 
integrity of project implementation. 
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